Hybrid, randomized and high capacity conservative mutations DNA-based steganography for large sized data.
In this paper, a well secured, high capacity, preserved algorithm is proposed through integrating the cryptography and steganography concepts with the molecular biology concepts. We achieved this by first encrypting the confidential data using the DNA Playfair cipher to avoid extra information sent to the receiver and it consequently acts as a trap for an attacker. Second, it achieves a randomized steganography process by exploiting the DNA conservative mutations. The DNA conservative mutations are utilized in a way that allows a DNA base to be substituted by another base to allow carrying two bits. Consequently, a high capacity feature is obtained with no payload for the used sequence. There are three main achieved contributions in this work. First, is hiding high capacity of data within DNA by exploiting each codon to hide two bits whilst preserving the sequence properties of protein after the steganography process, which is a trade off in the field. Secondly, using the conservative mutation with all its valid biological permutations, leads to the lowest cracking probability achieved and published till now, as proven in the security analysis section. Finally, a comparison is conducted between the proposed algorithm and five recent substitution based algorithms using large sized data up to three megabytes, to prove the algorithm's scalability.